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1. INTRODUCTION
Given two infinite sequences of natural numbers [mi]i=0 and [n i]

i=0 ,
and a (finite) set of k ‘‘colors,’’ the partition symbol
n1 m1
\n2+\m2+b b k
means that for every sequence [Ai]i=0 of sets of natural numbers with
|Ai |=ni , and for every partition f : (>i=0 Ai)  k, there is a sequence of
sets [Hi]i=0 with H i A i , |Hi |=m i , such that f is constant on >

i=0 Hi
(see [1]). An equivalent way to express this in the case k=2 is saying that
for every K>i=0 Ai there are sets Hi are such that for every i, |Hi |=m i
and >i=0 Hi is contained in K or disjoint from it.
We will use the simpler notation n  (m )k to express this partition rela-
tion, where n =[ni]i=0 and m =[mi]

i=0 . There will be no danger of con-
fusing this with some other arrow notation in the style of Erdo sRado
since in this paper we will not consider other types of partition relations.
We will concentrate on the case k=2, for which it is customary to omit the
subindex k. However, the methods developed here can be adapted easily to
the case of any finite k. In fact, results for partitions into more than two
pieces can be deduced from the corresponding results for partitions into
two pieces (see, for example, Proposition 1, Section 5).
This type of partition property has been considered before, for example,
in [2, 9]. In [2] it was asked if there is a sequence n =[ni]i=0 such that
n  (29 ).
It is well known that some restriction on the colorings is necessary if one
is to obtain some sort of positive result. To see this, consider the equiv-
alence relation # defined on a given product >i=0 ni by x# y if and only
if x(i )= y(i ) for all but finitely many i. Pick a representative xE in each
equivalence class E, and define f : >i=0 n i  2 by letting f (x)=0 if and
only if x(i ){xE (i ) for an even number of values of i, where E is the class
of x. Then, f is not constant on any subproduct >i=0 Hi with |H i |2 for
infinitely many i. However, this example, like the classical example of
Vitali, is far from being ‘‘measurable’’ in any reasonable sense, so, solving
the problem really means finding the right restriction of the class of parti-
tions f : >i=0 ni  2 that are allowed when discussing the relation n  (m ).
The products >i=0 Ai are given the product topology, considering each
Ai discrete. We say that a partition of >i=0 Ai is a Borel partition if each
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of its pieces is a Borel subset of the product. Similarly for larger _-fields of
sets that might be considered.
Partial results were presented in [7, 8]. Here we give slightly different
proofs and extend some of the results contained in [8]. We will first show
that for every sequence [mi]i=0 of natural numbers, there is an increas-
ing sequence [ni]i=0 such that for every sequence of sets [Ai]

i=0 of sets
of natural numbers with |Ai |=ni , and for every Borel partition
f : (>i=0 Ai)  2, there is a sequence of sets [Hi]

i=0 with Hi Ai ,
|Hi |=mi , such that f is constant on (>i=0 H i). This is done by first prov-
ing a basic result for closed sets (Section 2), and then by defining, for each
infinite sequence of natural numbers, an associated field of subsets of ||.
The result for Borel partitions follows from the fact that this field contains
the closed subsets of || and it is closed under countable unions (and thus,
contains the Borel sets). This result can be extended showing that this field
is closed under Suslin’s operation, but the proof is out of the scope of this
paper and will appear elsewhere. This extension is optimal in the sense
that, from the usual axioms of set theory, the result cannot be further
extended to a larger class of partitions. Moreover, an adaptation of an
example of B. Weiss and Y. Katznelson (see [9, Sect. 4]) shows that the
class of Borel partitions cannot be replaced by the more familiar classes of
Lebesgue-measurable or Baire-measurable partitions. A similar situation
occurs in the case of the more familiar infinite dimensional partition rela-
tion |  (|)|, for which the right restriction turns out to be the class of
partitions which are Baire-measurable with respect to a certain topology
on the family of infinite subsets of | (see [3, 4, 11]).
The final section is devoted to establishing some connections between
these results and the Grzegorczyk hierarchy of primitive recursive func-
tions. Recall that the Ackermann function is the diagonalization
A(i )= fi (i ) of the Grzegorczyk sequence [ fi]i=0 of primitive recursive
functions; it is the first non-primitive recursive function in any of the
standard hierarchies of fast growing functions (see [5, 10]). An ackerman-
nic function is any function that can be sandwiched between two linear
shifts A(ci ) and A(c$i ) of the Ackermann function. It is shown that for
every primitive recursive sequence m =[mi]i=0 there is an ackermannic
sequence n =[ni]i=0 such that n  (m ) holds for Borel partitions. In par-
ticular, we show that
A9 (3i )  (29 )
holds for Borel partitions.
The set of natural numbers is denoted by |, and we think of its elements
as finite von Neumann ordinals, that is, n=[0, 1, ..., n&1]. For a set A,
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|A| denotes its cardinality, and [A]k is the collection of subsets of A with
exactly k elements. Ak is the collection of k-sequences of elements of A.
Accordingly, || denotes the set of infinite sequences of natural numbers.
We will write |<| to denote the set of finite sequences of natural numbers.
The set || is given the product topology, considering | as a discrete space.
As usual, partitions into k pieces are called k-colorings, and sets
which are contained in one of the pieces are said to be monochromatic or
homogeneous.
2. A BASIC RESULT FOR CLOSED SETS
The following lemma shows that there is a very uniform way to get finite
solutions for partition relations of finite products of finite sets.
Lemma 1. There is a function g: |<|  | such that for every sequence
[mi]i=0 of positive integers, for every k # | and for every partition
c: >ik g(m0 , ..., m i)  2, there is a sequence of sets [Hi : ik] such that
Hi  g(m0 , ..., m i), |H i |=m i , and c is constant on >ik Hi .
Proof. Define g recursively by g(m0)=2m0&1, and g(m0 , ..., m i+1)=
2(mi+1&1) [>ki ( g(m0 , ..., mk)mk )]+1. It is easily checked that this function
g satisfies the lemma. K
Using this function, one can prove the following result for closed sets.
Theorem 1 [7]. Let [mi]i=0 be a sequence of natural numbers. For
every closed set K>i=0 g(m0 , m1 , ..., mi), there are sets [Hi]

i=0 with
Hi  g(m0 , m1 , ..., mi) and |Hi |=mi for every i, such that >i=0 H i is either
included in K or disjoint from K.
Proof. Let K be a a closed subset of >i=0 g(m0 , ..., mi).
Consider the partition
c: .

k=0
‘
k
i=0
g(m0 , ..., m i)  2
defined by c(s)=0 if and only if there is x # >i=0 g(m0 , ..., m i) end-extend-
ing s such that x # K.
Note that for s, s$ # k >ik g(m0 , ..., mi), if s$ end extends s then
c(s)=1 implies c(s$)=1, while c(s$)=0 implies c(s)=0.
By Lemma 1, for every k there are sets [H ki : ik] with |H
k
i |=mi such
that c is constant on >ik H ki .
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If c takes constant value 1 on >ik H ki for some k, choose, for i>k,
arbitrary sets Hi  g(m0 , ..., m i) of size m i . It is easy to check that
>ik H ki _> i>k H i is disjoint from K.
If this is not the case, then c takes constant value 0 on >ik H ki for
every k. Consider now the partition p: [N]3  2 given by p([ j, k, l ])=0 if
and only if j<k<l and H ki =H
l
i for all i j. By Ramsey’s Theorem, there
is an infinite set XN such that p is constant on [X]3. By cardinality
arguments it is easily seen that X must be 0-homogeneous. For each i # |,
the sequence [H ki : k>i, k # X] is eventually constant, so we define
Hi=H ki for some (any) k # X with i< j<k for some j # X. Since the value
0 of c is preserved by taking initial segments, c takes constant value 0 on
l >il H i . The fact that K is closed, implies that >i=0 Hi K. K
3. A FIELD OF SETS ASSOCIATED TO
A SEQUENCE OF POSITIVE INTEGERS
To each sequence of [mi]i=0 of positive integers we will associate a
sequence of functions and a partially ordered set which will be used to
define a _-field of subsets of ||.
Fix a sequence [mi]i=0 of positive integers. We define now a sequence
of functions gk : |  | as follows.
Let g1 (i )= g(m0 , ..., mi), where g is a function satisfying lemma 1.
In order to define the second function g2 , we need first to define the
iterates of the function g1 .
Put g[1]1 = g1 . The second iterate is defined by
g[2]1 (0)= g(g1 (0)),
g[2]1 (1)= g(g1 (0), g1 (1)),
and in general,
g[2]1 (i )= g(g1 (0), g1 (1), ..., g1 (i )).
The ( j+1)st iterate is defined inductively by
g[ j+1]1 (0)= g(g
[ j]
1 (0)),
g[ j+1]1 (i )= g(g
[ j]
1 (0), g
[ j]
1 (1), ..., g
[ j]
1 (i )).
We proceed now to define the function g2 .
Let
g2 (0)= g1 (0),
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and
g2 (i+1)= g[P(i, 2)]1 (i+1), where P(i, 2)= }‘ji g2 ( j ) } .
The iterates of the function g2 are defined as before, namely,
g[1]2 = g2 ,
g[2]2 (0)= g(g2 (0)),
g[2]2 (1)= g(g2 (0), g2 (1)),
and in general,
g[2]2 (i )= g(g2 (0), g2 (1), ..., g2 (i )).
Inductively, the ( j+1)st iterate of g2 is defined by
g[ j+1]2 (i )= g(g
[ j]
2 (0), g
[ j]
2 (1), ..., g
[ j]
2 (i )).
Suppose the functions gj have been defined for every jk, as well as
their respective iterates. We define the function gk+1 inductively.
Put gk+1 (0)= g1 (0), and suppose gk+1 (n) has been defined for every
ni.
Let P(i, k) denote the cardinality of >ni gk (n), and define
gk+1 (i+1)= g[P(i, k+1)]k (i+1).
The iterates of the function gk+1 are defined as before,
g[1]k+1= gk+1 ,
g[ j+1]k+1 (0)= g(g
[ j]
k+1(0)),
g[ j+1]k+1 (i )= g(g
[ j]
k+1(0), ..., g
[ j]
k+1(i )).
This way we have completed the definition of the functions gk . We shall
frequently rely (explicitly or implicitly) on the following fact about this
notion of iterating.
Lemma 2. The sequence g[ j]k (n) is increasing in k, j, and n.
Proof. (a) First we show that for each k and j, g[ j]k (n) is increasing in n.
For j=1, we have to show that for all n, gk (n+1) gk (n). This is
verified by induction. For g1 , it follows by the definition of g. Assuming it
is true for gk , we have gk+1 (0)= g1 (0) and gk+1 (n+1)= g[P(n, k+1)]k (n),
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and one of the factors of P(n, k+1) is gk+1 (n), therefore gk+1 (n+1)
 gk+1 (n).
Assuming the inequality for j, g[ j+1]k (n+1)= g(g
[ j]
k (0), ..., g
[ j]
k (n),
g[ j]k (n+1)) g(g
[ j]
k (0), ..., g
[ j]
k (n))= g
[ j+1]
k (n)
(b) We show that g[ j]k+1(n) g
[ j]
k (n) by induction. For j=1 it follows
from the definition of the functions gk . And, g[ j+1]k+1 (n)=g(g
[ j]
k+1(0), ...,
g[ j]k+1(n)) g(g
[ j]
k (0), ..., g
[ j]
k (n))= g
[ j+1]
k (n).
(c) g[ j+1]k (n)= g(g
[ j]
k (0), ..., g
[ j]
k (n)) g
[ j]
k (n). K
Using the sequence of functions [gk]i=1 , we define a collection H of
sequences of finite sets and a partially ordered set P, both depending on
the sequence [mi]i=0 .
A sequence, H9 =[Hi]i=0 , is in H if there is a nondecreasing sequence
of natural numbers [ ji]i=0 such that the following two conditions are
satisfied:
(1) |Hi |= gji (i ) for all i,
(2) ji&1< ji for infinitely many i. And when this occurs, ji&1+1= ji .
In this case, the sequence [ ji]i=0 is called the norm of H9 and we write
&H9 &=[ ji]i=0 to denote this. Every i for which j i&1< j i is called an expan-
sion level of H9 .
The elements of P, called conditions, are ordered pairs of the form
(n, H9 ), where n is a natural number and H9 =[H i]i=0 is a sequence in H.
Before we define the order relation, it is convenient to introduce some
notation. If H9 $=[H$i]i=0 and H9 =[Hi]

i=0 , we use the expression
H9 $ n H9 when H$i Hi for every i and H$i=Hi for every in.
If t is a finite sequence of natural numbers of length k, and H9 =[Hi]i=0
is a sequence of finite sets, t_>i=0 Hi is used to abbreviate the expression
[t(0)]_[t(1)]_ } } } _[t(k&1)]_>ik Hi .
We now define the partial order relation by
(n$, H9 $)(n, H9 ) iff nn$ and H9 $n H9 .
Notice that if
(n0 , H9 0)(n1 , H9 1) } } } (nj , H9 j) } } }
and the sequence [nj]j=0 is not eventually constant, then for every i, the
sequence of finite sets [H ji ]

j=0 is eventually constant. If we call this con-
stant value Hi , and if for infinitely many i, there is an expansion level j of
H9 i+1 such that ni< jni+1 , then (n0 , H9 ), where H9 =[Hi]i=0 , is a condi-
tion in the poset and it is called the fusion of the sequence of conditions.
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Consider the field CL of all subsets A of || with the property that for
every condition (n, H9 ) of P there is a condition with the same first coor-
dinate extending it, (n, H9 $)(n, H9 ), such that A & (>i=0 H i ) is clopen in
>i H$i .
It is obvious that if a set A is in CL so is its complement. The next two
lemmas show that CL is in fact a _-field which contains the Borel sets.
Lemma 3. Every closed set C|| belongs to CL.
Proof. Let C # || be a closed set, and (n, H9 ) a condition. Let l be the
first expansion level of H9 above n, and list all the elements of >i<l H i as
[t1 , ..., td].
Notice that
d= }‘i<l H i }= } ‘i<l (gji (i )) }< } ‘i<l gjl (i ) }=P(l&1, jl).
For each k, 1kd we will define H9 k such that H9 k+1 l H9 k.
The set C determines a closed partition of t1_>il H i . Therefore, using
Theorem 2 we obtain H9 1 such that H9 1 l H9 with t1_>il H 1i C or
t1 _>il H 1i & C=<, and for every il, |H
1
i | g
[P(i&1, ji )&1]
ji&1
(i ).
If we have defined H9 k&1, then we use again Theorem 2 to obtain
H9 k l H9 k&1 such that tk _>il H k&1i C or tk _>il H
k&1
i & C=<,
and for every il, |H ki | g
[P(i&1, ji )&k]
ji&1
(i ).
This ends the inductive definition of the sets H ki .
Notice that the intersection C & >i=0 H
d
i is clopen in >

i=0 H
d
i , but H9
d
might not satisfy the first condition of the definition of H. However, since
d<P(l&1, jl), for every il,
|H di | g
[P(i&1, ji )&d]
ji&1
(i )> g ji&1 (i ).
So, if we let j $i= j i&1 for il, and j $i= ji for i<l, and set H$i to be any
subset of H di of cardinality g ji&1 (i ) for il, and H$i=H
d
i for i<l, it follows
that [ j $i]i=0=&H$i&, so (n, H9 $) # P, and clearly, C & >

i=0 H$i is clopen in
>i=0 H$i . K
Lemma 4. CL is closed under countable unions.
Proof. Assume B=j=0 Bj and that each Bj # CL, and let (n, H9 ) be
given. We define inductively a sequence [H9 k: k # |].
Let l0 be the first expansion level of H9 which is above n. Since B0 # CL,
there is (l0 , H9 1)(l0 , H9 0) such that B0 & >i=0 H
0
i is clopen in >

i=0 H
0
i .
Let l1 be the first expansion level of H9 0 above l0 , and let (l1 , H9 1)
(l1 , H9 0) be such that B1 & >i=0 H
1
i is clopen in >

i=0 H
1
i .
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Continuining this process we construct the sequence (n, H9 )
(l0 , H9 )(l1 , H9 0)(l2 , H9 1) } } } of conditions in P, with the property that
for each j, Bj & >i=0 H
j
i is closed in >

i=0 H
j
i .
Let (n, H9 $) be the fusion of the sequence. Notice that B & >i=0 H$i is
open in >i=0 H$i , since B & >

i=0 H$i is the union of the sets Bj & >

i=0 H$i
and each of these sets is a clopen subset of >i=0 H$i .
Applying the previous lemma (together with the fact that CL is closed
under complementation) to the set B and the condition (n, H9 $), we finish
the proof. K
Corollary 1. Every Borel set is in CL.
Notice that from this it follows readily that for every sequence
m =[mi]i=0 there is a sequence n =[ni]

i=0 such that the relation
n  (m )
holds for Borel partitions. This is so since for any condition (n, H9 ) in the
poset P defined from the sequence [mi]i=0 , and any Borel partition of the
product >i=0 Hi into two pieces, there is a condition (n, H9 $)(n, H9 ) such
that the partition restricted to >i=0 H$i is clopen. Then we can apply
Theorem 1.
As a result, we get the following.
Theorem 2. For every sequence m =[mi]i=0 of positive integers there is
a sequence n =[ni]i=0 such that the partition relation
n  (m )
holds for Borel partitions.
It can be shown that the field CL is closed under Suslin’s operation
(see [6] for definition), but the proof is out of the scope of this paper. It
follows that Theorem 2 can be extended to the class of Suslin-measurable
partitions.
4. THE BOREL HIERARCHY VERSUS
THE GRZEGORCZYK HIERARCHY
In his section we will relate some of the previous results with the
Grzegorczyk hierarchy of primitive recursive functions and the Ackermann
function.
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Recall the following sequence of primitive recursive functions (see [5,
10]).
f0 (x)=x+2 for x2, f0 (0)=1, f0 (1)=2,
f1 (x)=2x for x1, f1 (0)=1,
f2 (x)=2x,
f3 (x)=22 } } }
2
(x times), and in general, let
fn+1 (x)= f (x)n (1), where f
(x)
n is the xth iterate of fn . Here, for every
x # |, f (0) (x)=x, f (1) (x)= f (x), and in general, f (k+1) (x)= f ( f (k) (x)).
We shall need the following facts about this sequence which are easy to
verify (see [10]):
(1) fn+1 (x+1)= fn ( fn+1 (x)).
(2) fn (x) is increasing in both n and x.
(3) fn (x)>x.
(4) f (k+1)n (x)2f
(k)
n (x).
(5) fn+1 (x+k) f (k)n (x).
Definition 2 (see [5, 10]). The Ackermann function A: |  | is
defined by
A(n)= fn (n).
We shall say that a function F: |  | is ackermannic if there are con-
stants c, c$>0 such that A(cn)F(n)A(c$n) for sufficiently large n.
Let us consider first the case of the constant sequence 29 , and let gk be
the associated sequence of functions as defined in section 3. For i1, set
h(i )= gi (i ).
Notice the sequence H9 =[h(i+1)]i=0 belongs to the class H.
Theorem 3. For every partition of >i=1 A(3i ) into two Borel pieces,
there is a sequence [Hi]i=1 such that for every i1, H i A(3i ), |H i |=2,
and >i=1 Hi is contained in one of the pieces. In other words,
A9 (3i )  (29 )
holds for Borel partitions.
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Using the results of sections 1 and 2, the theorem will follow from the
following two lemmas.
Lemma 7. For every k, j1,
g[ j ]k (n) f
( j )
3k (n+2j ),
holds for every n.
Proof. First, for k=1. We claim that (n+1) g1 (n) f3 (n+2). Note
that g1 (0)=3< f3 (2).
Assuming (n+1) g1 (n) f3 (n+2), we get
(n+2) g1 (n+1)=(n+2) 2 ‘
n
i=0 \
g1 (i )
2 ++1
(n+2) 2 ‘
n
i=0
2 g(n)
2
+1
2n
2(n+1) g(n)
2n
= f2 ((n+1) g1 (n))
 f2 ( f3 (n+2))= f3 (n+3).
For the iterates of g1 ,
g[ j+1]1 (0)= g(g
[ j ]
1 (0))=2g
[ j ]
1 (0)&1
2 f ( j )3 (2j )&1 f3 (2j+2).
Assuming now that g[ j+1]1 (n) f
( j+1)
3 (n+2j+2),
g[ j+1]1 (n+1)=2(g
[ j ]
1 (n+1)&1) ‘
n
i=0 \
g[ j+1]1 (i )
g[ j ]1 (i ) ++1
2(g[ j ]1 (n+1)&1) ‘
n
i=0
2(n+1) g1
[j+1](i )
2n+1
+1
2(n+1)(g1
[j](n+1))(g
1
[j+1](n))
2(n+1) f 3
( j)(n+1+2j ) f
3
( j+1)(n+2j+2)
 f3 (n+1+2j+2).
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We continue by induction on k, n and j. Assume we have the inequality
g[ j]k (n) f
( j )
3k (n+2j ) holds for all n, j; we will prove this is also true for
for gk+1 .
Recall that gk+1 (n+1)= g[ p]k (n+1), where p=>
n
i=0 gk+1 (i ).
Thus, gk+1 (n+1)= g[ p]k (n+1) f
( p)
3k (n+3+2p).
Now, by fact 5,
f ( p)3k (n+3+2p) f3k+1 (n+3+3p)
= f3k+1 (n+3+3( f3k+3 (n+2))n+1).
Observe that
f3k+1 (n+3+3( f3k+3 (n+2))n+1) f3k+2 ( f3k+3 (n+2))
 f3k+3 (n+3).
The last inequality, giving the desired bound, holds by fact (1); and the
previous one is true since, again by fact (1),
f3k+2 ( f3k+3 (n+2))= f3k+1 ( f3k+2 ( f3k+3 (n+2)&1)),
and since k1, it is easy to verify that
n+3+3( f3k+3 (n+2))n+1 f3k+2 ( f3k+3(n+2)&1).
Now, continuing the induction on j,
g[ j+1]k (n)= g(g
[ j]
k (0), ..., g
[ j]
k (n))
=2(g[ j]k (n)&1) ‘
n&1
i=0 \
g[ j+1]k (i )
g[ j]k (i ) ++1
2ngk
[j](n) gk
[j+1](n&1)
2nf3k(n+2j ) f3k(n+2j+1),
and since k>1,
2nf3k(n+2j ) f3k(n+2j+1) f3k (n+2j+2). K
Lemma 8. For every i1, h(i )A(3i ).
Proof. By the previous lemma, for every k, n1,
gk (n) f3k (n+2).
From this, it follows that h(i )= gi (i ) f3i (i+2) f3i (3i )=A(3i ), as
desired. K
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Consider now the case when [mi]i=0 is the sequence [ fd (i )]

i=0 for fd
one of the Grzegorczyk functions. Let
g1 (i )= g( fd (0), ..., fd (i )),
where g is the function satisfying lemma 1. Starting from g1 we define func-
tions gk and their iterates g[ j]k , and similarly as above we obtain
(6) (n+1) g1 (n) fd+3 (n+2),
(7) g[ j+1]1 (n) f
( j+1)
d+3 (n+2j+2),
(8) g[ j]k (n) f
( j )
d+3k (n+2j ).
This gives us the following general form of Theorem 12.
Theorem 4. For every partition of >i=1 A(d+3i ) into two Borel pieces,
there is a sequence [Hi]i=1 such that Hi A(d+3i ), |Hi |= fd (i ), and
>i=1 H i is contained in one of the pieces. In other words,
A9 (d+3i )  ( f9 d)
for Borel partitions.
The function g: |<|  | is tailored for the purpose of coloring with two
colors, but it is clear that it can be modified to work for any other fixed
finite number of colors l2. Provided ld, the inequalities 6, 7 and 8 for
the corresponding g1 , g[ j+1]1 and g
[ j]
k still hold. In other words, in
Theorem 15 we actually have the slightly more general result that
A9 (d+3i )  ( f9 d)d
holds for Borel partitions. Since every primitive recursive sequence is even-
tually bounded by one of the Gzregorczyk functions (see [10]), we have
the following.
Corollary 2. For every primitive recursive sequence m =[mi]i=0 and
any positive integer k, there is a positive integer d such that
A9 (d+3i )  (m )k
holds for Borel partitions.
We finish this section with a quite general principle about increasing the
number of colors. The same argument will work in other contexts, and not
just in the realm of Borel partitions.
Proposition 1. If n  (m )k holds for Borel partitions, and the sequences
n =[ni]i=0 and m =[mi]

i=0 are increasing, then n $  (m )k+1 holds for
Borel partitions, where n$i=n2i+1 .
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Proof. The argument is similar to that in [2, proof of Theorem 1.4].
For a sequence x =[xi]i=0 , let x e=[x2i]

i=0 and x o=[x2i+1]

i=0 . Given
f : >i=0 n$i  k+1, let D(x )= f (x o)& f (x e).
Now define an auxiliary partition g: >i=0 ni  k by
g(x )=0, if D(x) # [0, &2];
=1, if D(x) # [&1, 1, 2];
=2, if D(x) # [&3, 3];
b
=k&1, if D(x) # [&k, k].
By hypothesis, there is a homogeneous sequence [Hi]i=0 for g such that
|Hi |=mi for all i. We claim that either H9 e or H9 o is homogeneous for f.
Otherwise, f takes at least two different values [a, b] on >i=0 H2i and at
least two different values [c, d ] on >i=0 H2i+1 . Analysing how [a, b] and
[c, d ] can be related to each other we reach a contradiction.
Consider the differences c&a, c&b, d&a and d&b. Clearly,
c&a{c&b, c&a{d&a, c&b{d&b and d&a{d&b. The four dif-
ferences cannot be all distinct, since by the definition of g and by
homogeneity of H9 , the number of different values among them can only be
two or three. Now, if c&b=d&a, then c&a{d&b, since otherwise we
would get c=d (thus if c&a=d&b, then c&b{d&a); therefore D takes
three different values on >i=0 H i , and it follows that g must take the con-
stant value 1 on this product.
If c&b=d&a, then this value cannot be 1, since this means
that c=b+1 and &a=1&d, and then c&a=b+1+1&d, thus
(c&a)+(d&b)=2. This is impossible since the other possible values for
c&a and d&b are &1 and 2, and their sum is not 2. Reasoning the same
way we see that c&b=d&a cannot be &1 nor 2.
Similarly, if c&a=d&b, this value cannot be 1, &1 nor 2.
Now, since f is constant on at least one of >i=0 H2i or >

i=0 H2i+1 , and
since Hi ni for all i, it is clear that the sequence n$i=n2i+1 will satisfy the
partition relation. K
5. SOME CONTINUOUS COLORINGS
Lemma 1 shows that for a given sequence m , the sequence
ni= g1 (i )= g(m0 , ..., mi), is such that n  (m ) holds for all continuous
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colorings. When m is the constant sequence 29 , the corresponding function
g1 is dominated by the function
22
2i+1
.
The following simple result shows that asymptotically g1 is an optimal
choice of a function such that g1  (29 ) holds for continuous colorings.
Theorem 5. Suppose n is a sequence which is eventually equal to the
double exponential sequence 22i&1. Then,
n % (29 )
in the class of continuous colorings.
Proof. Fix l such that ni=22
i&1
for all il. Fix k>l. The probability
that a given partition of >ki=0 ni into two pieces is constant on a given sub-
product >ki=0 H i with |Hi |=2 for ik is 22
2k+1 . Thus, the probability
that a given such partition has a homogeneous subproduct of pairs is no
more than
2
22
k+1 ‘
k
i=0 \
ni
2 + .
Leting M denote the product > li=0 (
ni
2 ), this quantity is dominated by
M
2
22
k+1 ‘
k
i=1 \
22
i&1
2 +M
2
22
k+1
1
2k
2
k
i=1 2
i
=
M
2k+1
.
Since this last quantity is <1 for sufficiently large k, the existence of
c: >ki=0 ni  2 with no homogeneous subproduct of pairs follows. K
Corollary 3. If n =[ni]i=0 is a sequence such that ni2
2i&1 for
sufficiently large i, then
n % (29 )
in the class of continuous colorings.
Corollary 4. For every linear shift ni=2di of the exponential sequence
2i, we have that n % (29 ) in the class of continuous colorings.
Since Theorem 5 does not give an explicit counterxample, it is natural to
ask for explicitly given colorings that would witness n % (29 ) for some
sequences n . We know only one such explicit description, shown to us by
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M. Carrasco, which works only for the relatively slow sequence ni=d+i
where d is a fixed but arbitrary integer >2. First notice that for any
sequence [Hi] with Hi d+i and |Hi |=2, there must be k, j<d such
that Hk & Hj {<. This is so, since for the Hi (i<d ) to be pairwise dis-
joint, their union must contain 2d elements, but all of them have to be
below d+(d&1)=2d&1. Define f : >i=0(d+i )  2 by f (x)=0 if and
only if the cardinality of the range of xd is even. Suppose [Hi]i=0 is a
sequence of pairs as above, and let m # Hk & Hj for some k, j<d, k{ j. Let
x # >i=0 Hi be the sequence defined by x(k)=x( j )=m and x(i )=min Hi
for i{k, j. If there is i<d such that replacing x(i ) by the other possible
value we obtain x$ such that |range(x$d )|=|range(xd )|+1, we are
done. Otherwise, replacing all the occurrences of m in range(xd ) by the
corresponding other possible value, we obtain x" such that |range(x"d )|
=|range(xd )|&1.
The class of continuous colorings is a rather small subclass of the class
of all Borel or Suslin-measurable colorings. So it is natural to expect that
one should be able to disprove n  (29 ) for sequences growing faster than
the double exponential via colorings in one of these larger classes. Given
the Grzegorczyk hierarchy, the simplest open problem can be stated as
follows, where TOWER denotes any of the linear shifts f3 (ci ) of the tower
function
f3 (x)=22 } } }
2
(x times).
Question 1. Does TOWER  (29 ) hold for Borel partitions?
More generally, one may ask whether for every primitive recursive
sequence m =[mi]i=0 there is a primitive recursive sequence n =[ni]

i=0
such that n  (m ) holds for Borel or Suslin-measurable partitions.
Another matter that might be worth investigating is the relationship
between sequences [mi]i=0 and their associated fields of sets as defined in
Section 3. Since different sequences might produce the same associated
field, a description of the sets of sequences associated to the same field
might be interesting.
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